The First Experimentally Confirmed Isolated Pentagon Rule (IPR) Isomers of Higher Fullerene C98 Captured as Chlorides, C98(248)Cl22 and C98(116)Cl20.
High-temperature chlorination of pristine C98 fullerene isomers separated by HPLC from the fullerene soot afforded crystals of C98Cl22 and C98Cl20. An X-ray structure elucidation revealed, respectively, the presence of carbon cages of the most stable C2-C98(248) and rather unstable C1-C98(116), which represent the first isolated pentagon rule (IPR) isomers of fullerene C98 confirmed experimentally. The chlorination patterns of the chlorides are discussed in terms of the formation of isolated C=C bonds and aromatic substructures on the fullerene cages.